Hi all,

Hope everyone is doing alright and getting used to living a bit differently.

You may have managed to get yourself a routine for work by now, trying to start at the same time each day and work through different subjects. If you haven't got your routine sorted yet then set yourself a time to start each day and the list of subjects you will do. These may well be the ones you would usually have on this day.

Make a list of things you are unsure of in each subject and e-mail the teacher at the end of the week with things you might not have grasped yet. I think this is really important to keep in contact with your teacher, particularly with anything you might not get first time.

'Kindness and being positive can really help others'

This might be your family at home, or your friends if you are communicating with group chat/ social media etc. This can be a time when talking online to your friends can be a real positive so let's stay as upbeat as we can and take each day at a time.

Please drop me a line if you are unsure about anything.

Take care and stay safe.
Mr Booth